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Abstract: Suppliers play the vital role of ensuring the continuous supply of
goods to themarket for businesses. If businesses do notmaintain a strong bond
with their suppliers, they may not be able to secure a steady supply of goods
and products for their customers. As a result of failure to deliver products,
the production and business activities of the business can be delayed which
leads to the loss of customers. Normally, each trading enterprise will have a
variety of commodity supply chains with multiple suppliers. Suppliers play an
important role and contribute to the value of the entire supply chain. Should
any supplier encounters a problem, the whole supply chain of businesses
will be affected and could lead to not guaranteeing the stable supply to the
market. Thus, suppliers can be seen as a threat to businesses where they have
the ability to increase input prices or decrease the quality of the required
products and services they provide. The quantity of the business, and the
supply lead time directly affect the operations and reduce the profitability of
the business. The paper mainly focuses on the supplier selection problem under
a variety of price level and product families when using a two-phase fuzzy
multi-objective linear programming. The objectives of the proposed model
are to minimize the total purchasing and ordering cost in order to reduce
the quantity of defective materials and the late-delivery components from
suppliers. Moreover, the piecewise linear membership function is applied in
the model to determine an optimal solution which is based on the requirement
of decision makers under their fuzzy environment. The results of this study
can be applied in various business environment and provide a reliable decision
tool for choosing potential suppliers relating to these objectives. Based on the
results, the company canmake a good decision on supplier selection; therefore,
the company can improve the quality and quantity of their final product.
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This is because, the best supplier can supply raw material using just-in-time
application and reduce production risk on the manufacturing process.

Keywords: Supplier selection; multi-objective; linear programming; multi-
price level; multi-product; fuzzy sets

1 Introduction

In the current international competitive environment, most companies attempt to meet the
customers’ demand, improve quality, and reduce manufacturing cost. As a result, they focus
heavily on production cost and supplier selection. When the raw materials cost increase, the final
price of the product will also increase. Choosing an appropriate supplier who have significant
influence on manufacturers’ performance can potentially reduce the purchasing cost, decrease
production lead time and increase customer satisfaction.

Order allocation is one of a strategic purchasing decision, which directly affects the relation-
ship between a company and suppliers. Buyers usually order from many suppliers since this will
reduce the strengthen of suppliers’ power [1].

Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) is a process that people apply in order to
determine decisions under two or more conflicting criteria. The reason for the conflict between
objectives is that the improvement in an objective can only be made if there are sacrifices from
other objectives. There is no optimal solution for this selection problem because all the decisions
are selected based on the decision makers’ preferences.

According to the raw material requirements, the supplier selection problem, which involves
several conflicting factors such as price, quality, and delivery [1], can be categorized into two
types [2]:

—The best supplier selected from a pool of available suppliers who can satisfy all customers’
requirement.

—The selection of potential suppliers from multi sourcing can meet demand which none of
individual supplier can meet.

There is a discrepant method of MCDM [3] which are categorized in terms of articulation
for preferences in solving engineering problems. Firstly, priority articulation of preferences method
allows the users or designers to specify preferences, which is clustered in terms of relative impor-
tance of different objectives using methods such as Linear Aggregation, Weighted Sum Method,
Compromise Programming Method, Weighted Min-Max Method, Goal Programming, Exponen-
tial Weighted Method, and many more. Second, a posteriori articulation of preference method such
as Genetic Algorithm, Normal boundary intersection method, and normal constraint method. The
decision makers have difficulty in expressing an explicit approximate of the preference function.
As a result, this method can assist decision makers, setting their preferences into the parameter
set that can be used to choose from a range of solutions. Last, methods with no articulation of
preferences: decision makers cannot identify what they prefer. Additionally, this method does not
require any articulation of preferences and significantly ease without weight. This method includes
compromise function, objective sum, and objective product and so on.

The variety range of the uncertainty factor will affect the optimal solution in reality; therefore,
fuzzy method applied in linear programming is used to improve flexibility and robustness [4].
This fuzzy linear programming system considers all the possible of a specific domain of linear
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programming problems, hence it provides integration-oriented, adaptation and learning feature (as
Fig. 1) [5].

Figure 1: The membership function using fuzzy linear programming [5]

The decision-making process consists of the high discrepancy level of fuzziness. Moreover, the
input information and the objective function are often uncertain and unclear. As a result, the best
tool to handle uncertainty and vagueness is the fuzzy set theory which was initial introduced by
Zadeh [6].

Due to the conflict among the three objective functions: minimize the total purchasing and
ordering cost, minimize the net number of late delivered goods ordered from suppliers, and
minimize the net number of rejected items form the suppliers, a fuzzy goal approach is proposed
in this research to solve the model under multi-price level and product families. In a price discount
environment and product families, Tsai and Wang [1] stated that the price per unit will decrease
while the number of units purchased increase but may increase inventory risk.

The aim of the research is to develop a two-phase fuzzy multi-objective linear programming
model to support the supplier selection and order allocation process under vary price level and
multi-product condition. The objective of the proposed model is to minimize the total purchasing
and ordering cost, reduce the quantity of defective materials and late delivered components from
suppliers. The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follow: Section 2 includes a
literature review while Section 3 explains the model of supplier selection and allocation problem.
The numerical example is illustrated in Section 4. Lastly, Section 5 presents conclusion to this
research.

2 Literature Review

As the competitiveness among companies increases over time, many people attempt to meet
the demand of suppliers, reduce existing cost, and increase quality. In most industries, the most
considered method is to minimize the cost of raw materials and components since they can affect
the final pricing of a product. Weber et al. [7] claims that the raw materials cost may increase to
80% of total cost in hi-tech production environment. Moreover, the late delivered goods and the
high rate of rejected items are also considered as future risks of the company. Therefore, selecting
a potential and proper supplier can significantly improve purchasing order cost, reduce production
lead time which will raise the satisfaction of customers and strengthen corporate competitiveness.

Researchers have determined and define various criteria for supplier selection problem [8–12].
Pan [13] showed that choosing the best vendor could reduce the total cost by twenty percentage
when using an adaptive-fuzzy genetic algorithm. When suppliers have more power of negotiation,
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the profit of organizations can be put at risk due to the increase of material cost from suppliers.
As a result, the suppliers can put pressure such as component cost, payment methods, or quality
on the organizations that are purchasing their products. Nazari-Shirkouhi et al. [5] used an
extended mixed-integer linear programming to apply in an uncertain environment and to provide
a tool for logistics managers and practitioners to adopt strategies and policies in purchasing
activities when choosing potential vendors. The authors state that the solution of the single-
objective models is quite different from multi-objective models. Moreover, in fact, the decision
makers require to minimize the total purchasing and ordering cost, the net number of rejected
items ordered from suppliers and the net number of late delivered components from suppliers
although these requirements are conflicting with one another. Therefore, the solution may perform
well for one objective but will trade-off the remaining objectives. Narasimhan et al. [14] proposed
a fuzzy multi-objective linear programming model for supplier selection problem for solving the
problem in multi-product and discount environment while considering the competitive bidding
mechanism for supplier selection.

There have been multiple optimization models developed to solve the supplier selection and
order allocation problems [15–19]. Most of the proposed approach is a combination of MADM
methods with MODM models. Hamdan and Cheaitou [20] developed a dynamic decision support
system for a green supplier selection problem with quantity discounts and changing availability.
The proposed model was built upon the combination of Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP),
fuzzy Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (fuzzy TOPSIS), and inte-
ger linear programming methods. Vahidi et al. [21] approached the sustainable supplier selection
and order allocation problem under operational and disruption risks with a hybrid MCDM model.
The proposed model is based on Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT)
analysis, Quality Function Deployment (QFD) method, and a novel mixed possibilistic-stochastic
model. Lo et al. [22] introduced an integrated model that solved a green supplier selection
and order allocation problem. The introduced model utilized the Best–Worst method (BWM),
TOPSIS model, and fuzzy multi-objective linear programming (FMOLP) technique to evaluate
the performance of potential suppliers and optimize order allocation among qualified suppliers.
Gören [23] developed a decision support system for the supplier selection and order allocation
problem. The model considered sustainability performance of the supply chain and the ability to
satisfy customer demands. Fuzzy Decision-making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL)
is applied in combination with Taguchi Loss Functions to calculate the performance of the
potential suppliers. Then, a novel bi-objective mathematical model is developed to determine the
optimal order allocation among qualified suppliers with the objective of minimizing lost sales.
Demirtas et al. [24] approached the problem with an Analytic Network Process (ANP) and Multi-
objective Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MOMILP) based model. The ANP method is
applied to calculate the ranking of potential suppliers based on relevant criteria and the MOMILP
model is used to determine the order allocation among these suppliers, with the objectives of
minimizing budget and defect rate.

In this study, the supplier selection and order allocation problem under changing price level
for multi products is approached with a two-phase fuzzy multi-objective linear programming
model with the objective of minimize the total purchasing and ordering cost, reduce the quantity
of defective materials and late delivered components from suppliers.
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3 Methodology

The supplier selection problem in the current paper has three objectives solved by apply multi-
objective function (as Fig. 2):

Minimize: the total purchasing and ordering cost.

Minimize: the net number of rejected items order from suppliers.

Minimize: the net number of late delivered items.

Considered parameters:

—Shortage of each item is not allowed from each supplier.

—One or more items can be supplied from each supplier.

—Quantity discount is offered by each supplier.

—Constant and known parameters: demand of the items, unit cost, price and so on.

—Capacity of each supplier is finite.

Figure 2: The block diagram of the interactive two-phase FMOLP model development

4 Notation

4.1 Index Set
i: Index of item, i ∈ I ;
s: Index of supplier, s ∈ S;
p: Index of price levels offered by supplier, p ∈P;
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m: Index of points on the membership function, m ∈M;

h: Index of objective function, h ∈H.

4.2 Parameters

Di: Total demand of the ith item;

bisp: Upper limit purchased volume for the item i of the supplier s at the price level p;

pisp: Unite price for the item i of the supplier s at the price level p;

ois: Ordering cost for the item i of the supplier s;

qisp: Percentage of rejected units in the item i of the supplier s at the price level p;

disp: Percentage of late delivered units in the item i of the supplier s at the price level p;

cis: Capacity of supplier s for the item i;

fis: Flexibility of supplier quota allocation of supplier s for the item i;

Fis: Lower bound of quota flexibility of supplier s required by item i;

sis: Service level of supplier s for item i;

Si: Lower bound of service level required for item i;

ris: Rating value of supplier s for item i;

Ri: Lower bound of rating value on item i;

Ahm: The value of objective function h at point m belonging to membership function h;

Bhm: The value of membership function h at point m;

μh: The membership function of objective function h;

ϕhm: Be the value of membership function h if the solution creating the poi;

BigM: A very large number.

4.3 Decision Variable
Xisp: Number of item i ordered from supplier s at level price p;

Yis= 1: If item i provided by supplier s otherwise = 0;

Ui = 1: If at least 1 item is provided by supplier s otherwise = 0.

4.4 Mathematical Model
Model constrains:

MinZ1 =
∑
i∈I

∑
s∈S

∑
p∈P

pispXisp+
∑
i∈I

∑
s∈S

oisUs (1)

MinZ2 =
∑
i∈I

∑
s∈S

∑
p∈P

qispXisp (2)

MinZ3 =
∑
i∈I

∑
s∈S

∑
p∈P

dispXisp (3)
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Subject to:∑
s∈S

∑
p∈P

Xisp=Di, ∀i; (4)

Yisp ≤Xisp ≤ cisYisp, ∀i, s,p; (5)

∑
p∈P

Yisp≤ 1, ∀i, s; (6)

∑
s∈S

fis
∑
p∈P

xisp ≥ FiDi, ∀i; (7)

numS∑
j=1

sij
numP∑
k=1

xijk ≥ SiDi, ∀i; (8)

∑
s∈S

ris
∑
p∈P

Xisp ≥RiDi, ∀i; (9)

bis,p−1Yisp≤Xijp ≤ bispYisp, ∀i, s,p; (10)

Us ≤
∑
i∈I

∑
p∈P

Yisp ≤BigM×Us, ∀s; (11)

Xisp ≥ 0, ∀i, s,p; (12)

Yisp,Zs ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j,k (13)

Constraint (4) implies that the total of item i provided by supplier s at price range p should
be met the overall demand. Constraint (5) shows the limitation of supplier capacity. Constraint (6)
defines that if item i is supplied by supplier j, there is one or non-price level which will be applied
for ordering cost. Constraint (7)–(9) implies that the quota flexibility, service level and rating
values must be greater than or equal a given bound. Constraint (10) represent that at each level
of price requires a quantity of item ordered from supplier. Constraint (11) guarantee that all the
product purchased from the same supplier will be placed in one order. Constraint (12) and (13)
requires all the ordered item should be integer and greater or equal 0 as well as must be binary.

4.5 Interactive Two-Phase Fuzzy Multi-Objective Linear Programming Model
The above problem is solved separately for each objective function regarding to Eqs. (1)–(3).

These results are recorded for later usage and for helping us to construct the membership function
for each objective. Tab. 1 shows illustration data for constructing a membership function μh.

Using these values, the membership function μ1 can be identified as Fig. 3.
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Table 1: Values for the first objective and its membership function value

Point m = 1 m = 2 m = 3 m = 4 m = 5

A1
m 22000 23320 24580 26380 27910

B1
m 1 0.95 0.8 0.5 0

Figure 3: The membership function for the first objective

Using the piecewise linear membership function, the original multi-objective linear program-
ming can be converted to an interactive two-phase fuzzy multi-objective linear programming. The
algorithm consists of the following step:

Step 1: Specify a degree of a membership function for several values of each objective
function.

Step 2: Draw the piecewise linear membership function.

Step 3: Formulate the linear equations.

Step 4: Apply the two-phase approach to introduce the auxiliary variable so that the problem
can be transformed into the equivalent ordinary linear programming problem.

Step 5: Execute and modify the interactive decision process comparing with the requirement
of decision makers.

Phase 1:

Phase 1 is accounted for finding a lower bound, i.e., α, for decision maker’s satisfaction
regarding to all objectives. The constraints (15)–(17) linearize the membership function μh for
each interval between points m and point m + 1. Constraints (18)–(20) force α must be belonged
to only one interval between points m and point m + 1. If the lower bound is not between
points m and point m + 1 then value of ϕhm = 0. Constraint (21) set the upper bound for α.
Constraints (4)–(13) are considered in phase 1 to ensure the feasibility of the solution. In phase 2,
the solution is improved by finding a new solution whose all membership function values are
always greater than α finding in phase 1.

maximize α (14)
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Subject to:

∑
i∈I

∑
s∈S

∑
p∈P

PispXisp+
∑
i∈I

∑
s∈S

oisZs=
∑
m∈M

(
A1
m−A1

m+1

B1
m−B1

m+1

ϕ1
m+A1

m+1V
1
m

)
(15)

∑
i∈I

∑
s∈S

∑
p∈P

qispXisp=
∑
m∈M

(
A2
m−A2

m+1

B2
m−B2

m+1

ϕ2
m+A2

m+1V
2
m

)
(16)

∑
i∈I

∑
s∈S

∑
p∈P

dispXisp=
∑
m=1

(
A3
m−A3

m+1

B3
m−B3

m+1

ϕ3
m+A3

m+1V
3
m

)
(17)

Bhm+1+BigM
(
Vh
m− 1

)
≤ ϕhm ≤Bhm+BigM

(
1−Vh

m

)
; ∀m ∈M,h ∈H (18)

Bhm+1V
h
m ≤ ϕhm ≤BhmV

h
m, ∀m ∈M,h ∈H; (19)

∑
m∈M

Vh
m = 1; h= 1, .., 3; (20)

α ≤
∑
m∈M

ϕhm; ∀h ∈H; (21)

And constraints: (4)–(13)

Phase 2:

Phase 2 will maximize the total membership function values of all objectives.

Maximize β =
∑
m∈M

ϕhm (22)

Subject to:

α ≤
∑
m∈M

ϕhm,∀h ∈H (23)

And constraint: (4)–(13); (15)–(20);

5 Numerical Example

This section provides a numerical example for illustration. In this example, buyer plans to
purchase five items (raw materials) from four suppliers. Each supplier proposes three levels of
price and quantity of product. The parameters for the example are shown in Tabs. 2–6. Each
objective function is solved separately then the optimal results are recorded. These results have
the membership function values are equal to one. Based on these results the decision makers
are interviewed to identify his membership function for the objective set. Tab. 7 represents the
interview results for constructing each membership function. The shapes of these functions are
displayed in the Figs. 3–6. When all the membership functions are available phase 1 is conducted.
With α = 0.147 obtained in phase 1, then phase 2 is computed. The solution details are given in
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Tab. 8. Since decision maker can adjust the membership function depending on his favor, it gives
considerable flexibilities to solve the real problem.

Table 2: Sample demand data

Item 1 2 3 4 5

Demand 700 600 450 400 380

Table 3: Sample capacity data

Item(i) Supplier(s)

1 2 3 4

1 1300 1100 1000 900
2 1400 0 1400 1400
3 0 1300 1200 0
4 1000 1000 1100 800
5 800 750 0 0

Table 4: Sample bisp data

Item Supplier(s) Upper limit purchased volume

0 1 2 3

1 1 0 100 200 450
2 0 120 220 490
3 0 150 300 600
4 0 90 180 420

2 1 0 80 170 400
2 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 190 340
4 0 90 210 450

3 1 0 0 0 0
2 0 75 180 405
3 0 60 130 340
4 0 0 0 0

4 1 0 100 180 430
2 0 150 300 600
3 0 90 160 400
4 0 150 240 540

5 1 0 120 220 490
2 0 100 200 450
3 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
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Table 5: Sample ordering cost data

Supplier(s)

Item(i) 1 2 3 4

1 800 750 600 650
2 800 0 600 650
3 0 750 600 0
4 800 750 600 650
5 800 750 0 0

Table 6: Sample pisp data

Item(i) Supplier(s) Price range

0 1 2

1 1 18 17.5 17
2 17 16.5 16
3 15 14.5 14
4 16 15.5 15

2 1 6.5 6 5.5
2 0 0 0
3 4 3.5 3
4 5 4.5 4

3 1 0 0 0
2 10 9.5 9
3 11 10.5 10
4 0 0 0

4 1 8 7.5 5.5
2 12 11.5 4.5
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0

5 1 6 7 5
2 5 11 4
3 0 0 0
4 0 0 0

Table 7: Membership function

Point m = 1 m = 2 m = 3 m = 4 m = 5

A1
m 22000 23320 24850 26380 27910

B1
m 1 0.95 0.8 0.5 0

A2
m 40 47 61 75 89

B2
m 1 0.96 0.7 0.4 0

A3
m 32 39 43 47 51

B3
m 1 0.97 0.7 0.4 0
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Figure 4: Shape of membership function μ1

Figure 5: Shape of membership function μ2

Figure 6: Shape of membership function μ3
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Table 8: Sample solution

Objective function value
MOLP
Z1 = 25166; Z2 = 57.81; Z3 = 41.56
FMOP
Z1 = 27458; Z2 = 54.578; Z3 = 49.522.

X [1] [2] [3]: 280
X [1] [4] [3]: 420
X [2] [3] [3]: 302.061
X [2] [4] [3]: 297.939
X [3] [2] [3]: 405
X [3] [3] [1]: 45
X [4] [2] [3]: 300
X [4] [4] [1]: 100
X [5] [2] [3]: 380

β = 0.7316; φ1 = φ3 = 0.147; φ2 = 0.4376;

6 Conclusions

Supplier selection and order allocation problem is one of the most important decision-making
problems for supply chains. In order to ensure the effectiveness of the decision-making process,
multicriteria decision-making models are frequently employed to support the decision-makers. In
this research, the supplier selection and order allocation problem under multi-price and multi-
product condition is approached by developing a two-phase FMOLP model. The objective of the
model is to minimize the total purchasing and ordering cost, reduce the quantity of defective
materials and late delivered components from suppliers. The proposed model is then tested using a
numerical example using the CPLEX software. The results show that there is no conflict between
constraints and the model is feasible providing feasible solutions.

The proposed mathematical model can handle uncertain environments and provide a decision-
making supporting tool for managers and decision maker in solving supplier selection and order
allocation problems under multi-price and multi-product conditions in different industry. Future
research can look into the problem and expand the model to work under more complicate
environments such as stochastic demand or allowing shortages.
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